'Lower anti-drug antibodies with etanercept biosimilar: can Ctrough explain the differences?'

I read with great interest Emery et al’s article on SB4 phase III study and subsequent response to comments from Meacci et al. As per the results of SB4 study, there was significantly lower (p<0.001) incidence of antidrug antibodies (ADA) in the biosimilar etanercept (SB4) group (0.7%) compared with reference etanercept (ETN) group (13.1%). While it is known that product-specific factors such as product origin (foreign or human), product aggregates, impurities and container closure system could affect the immunogenicity of biopharmaceuticals, their contribution in terms of lower immunogenicity of SB4 has not been described.

As explained lucidly by Emery et al, the possibility of ADA assay underestimating the incidence of immunogenicity to SB4 is unlikely, since the study used SB4-tagged single-assay approach. Also the study employed Meso Scale Discovery electrochemiluminescence technique, which is considered to be a more sensitive method for ADA detection than conventional ELISA assay. While it may be possible that the drug concentrations in the assay can influence ADA levels for detection, it is highlighted by Emery et al that acid dissociation technique (that dissociates drug-ADA immune complexes and improves drug tolerance of the assay) was used to measure total ADA levels. Given the higher sensitivity of the methodology used for ADA detection in SB4 study, it is reasonable to assume that the differences observed in the incidence of ADA between SB4 and ETN may not have been confounded by inability of assay to detect ADAs against SB4 or against ETN.

On this background, I was bewildered to read the observations of European Medicines Agency Assessment Report on the same study that attributed the differences in ADA incidence to different trough concentrations (Ctrough) observed in SB4 and ETN groups, suggesting that it ‘may have caused a bias in the ADA results’. However, as per Emery et al, the Ctrough was comparable at each time point between SB4 (ranging from 2.419 to 2.886 µg/mL in weeks 2–24) and ETN (ranging from 2.066 to 2.635 µg/mL in weeks 2–24). In the absence of any valid quantitative correlation being established between Ctrough and ADA incidence, would it be possible to accept such an explanation based on an assumption that the drug-ADA complex has been missed out from measurement, leading to lower incidence for SB4? Particularly when the pharmacokinetics (PK) were estimated only in a subset of patients (n=79 out of 596 randomised patients) in the SB4 phase III study, who may have been different from patients who developed ADA.

Therefore, the opinions of Emery et al 2 would provide valuable insights whether Ctrough levels can lead to a differential estimation of ADA incidence as seen in SB4 example, particularly when total ADAs have been estimated by employing specialised techniques for sample preparation such as acid dissociation. A lack of clarification on this important scientific matter could lead to an unprecedented expectation of regulatory agencies from biosimilar developers to correlate Ctrough with ADA incidence.
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